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Random House LCC US, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 174 x 104 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. ?It was the happiest moment of my life, though I didn?t know it.? So begins the
new novel, his first since winning the Nobel Prize, from the universally acclaimed author of Snow
and My Name Is Red. It is 1975, a perfect spring in Istanbul. Kemal, scion of one of the city?s
wealthiest families, is about to become engaged to Sibel, daughter of another prominent family,
when he encounters Füsun, a beautiful shopgirl and a distant relation. Once the long-lost cousins
violate the code of virginity, a rift begins to open between Kemal and the world of the Westernized
Istanbul bourgeosie?a world, as he lovingly describes it, with opulent parties and clubs, society
gossip, restaurant rituals, picnics, and mansions on the Bosphorus, infused with the melancholy of
decay?until finally he breaks off his engagement to Sibel. But his resolve comes too late. For eight
years Kemal will find excuses to visit another Istanbul, that of the impoverished backstreets where
Füsun, her heart now hardened, lives with her parents, and where Kemal discovers the
consolations of middle-class life at a dinner table...
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ReviewsReviews

The book is not di icult in read through better to recognize. It really is writter in straightforward terms instead of confusing. I am happy to inform you that
this is actually the finest publication i actually have read in my individual daily life and may be he best book for possibly.
-- Valerie Heaney-- Valerie Heaney

It is straightforward in read through preferable to fully grasp. It is really simplistic but excitement in the 50 percent of the pdf. Your life span will be enhance
once you comprehensive looking at this pdf.
-- Jorge Hammes-- Jorge Hammes
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